
@ EVERY HA 5M (OR) 1H+ Wall
(OL/BB) ASK YOURSELF:

Is This Entry/Bounce
Trending?

Yes

Yes

Take entry from 5M or HA BB
w/momentum as long as no stronger

signals come against you.

Going AGAINST HTF
Flow/Trend or any Active HTF

Signals?
(1H/4H/8H/Daily)

Take w/ HTF Blues, and as many of the
following: Supporting signals

(HA/5/15/30+), Flips, 2nd moves, and
Momentum

Yes

No

Is It With The Current
Flow? 

(See 15M/30M)

No

Be sure to use as many of the
following: 2nd move, 

(let price retest a previous low
OR let price go above/below

the 5M OL and enter on a
retrace with a correlating HA

BB flip) momentum, and
supporting signals. 

The stronger the better!

Continue to take with
momentum as long as no blues

and/or active signals come
AGAINST you.

REMEMBER: 
When unsure stick w/trending signs or simply choose a pair that you
can clearly read. Always enter with as many correlations as possible. 

To reverse a pair HTF BLUES w/supporting signals 
(ex: 15M/30M/1H combo) ARE A MUST! If still unsure let price move

enough until it makes sense and start again.

Unsure? Choose
another Pair and start

again

Teniecia’s Trading Flow Chart

My Lingo KEY:

HTF = Higher
Timeframe

(1H/4H/8H/Daily)
LTF = Lower
Timeframe

(HA/5M/15M/30M)
w/ = with 

Flow = what’s
happening on

(15M/30M)
Trend = what’s

happening
overall HTF or

HTF&LTF
combined

*Golden Tip: Entries AGAINST the
HTF Trend work best when price has

busted outside of all HTF Bands
w/supporting HTF BLUES & Signals

No but it goes with
current flow (15M/30M)

*Golden Tip: Any supporting
signals (HA+) or correlations that

appear w/your entry at this point is
a bonus!

*Golden Tip: As a bonus always
check to see if anything correlates

w/your trade decision for added 
confirmation & confidence.

*Golden Tip: If these never
show up wait to go back with
the flow from an appropriate

BB Band and start again.

GOLDEN

Safest Path 
(Best for MaxPlan)

Requires More 
Rules & Patience

*Best Used with Non-Ranging Pairs


